Info 2950 Spring 2016

21 May 2-4:30pm Hollister Hall B14
(time limit rigid)

Final Exam Topics

• Probability / Statistics
• Naive Bayes (classifier, inference, ...)
• Graphs, Networks
• Power Law Data
• Markov and other correlated data
Open book, computer, notebook, except email/IM
midterm, was: [NB, prob, Poisson, Normal]
Final: likely Bayes, graph/network statistics, certainly Markov
some problems will involve (very) light programming,
since that has been an essential component

Peer Institutions …

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1604.07397

1. Introduction: What Is Data Science?
2. Statistical Inference, Exploratory Data Analysis, and the Data
Science Process
3. Algorithms
4. Spam Filters, Naive Bayes, and Wrangling
5. Logistic Regression
6. Time Stamps and Financial Modeling
7. Extracting Meaning from Data
8. Recommendation Engines: Building a User-Facing Data Product at
Scale
9. Data Visualization and Fraud Detection
10. Social Networks and Data Journalism
11. Causality
12. Epidemiology
13. Lessons Learned from Data Competitions: Data Leakage and
Model Evaluation
14. Data Engineering: MapReduce, Pregel, and Hadoop
15. The Students Speak
16. Next-Generation Data Scientists, Hubris, and Ethics
17.Index
18.Colophon
(assumes “prerequisites of linear algebra, some probability
and statistics, and some experience coding in any language”)

Some notes from chapt 1 of “Doing Data Science”
Definitions lacking for most basic terminology:

• What is “Big Data”?
• What does “data science” mean?
• What is the relationship between Big Data and data science?
• Is data science the science of Big Data?
• Is data science only the stuff going on in companies like
Google and Facebook and tech companies?

• Why do many people refer to Big Data as crossing disciplines
(astronomy, finance, tech, etc.) and to data science as only
taking place in tech?

• Just how big is big?
(terms so ambiguous, perhaps meaningless)

Data Science Venn Diagram
(Drew Conway, Sep’10
Phd Pol.Sci. NYU ’13)

Data Scientist
Should be able to identify problems that can be solved with data
and be well-versed in the tools of modeling and code
Interdisciplinary teams of people should include a data-savvy,
quantitatively minded, coding-literate problem-solver
e.g. at Google: interdisciplinary teams of PhDs: statistician, social
scientist, engineer, physicist, and computer scientist.
bring mix of skills: coding, software engineering, statistics,
mathematics, machine learning, communication, visualization,
exploratory data analysis, data sense, and intuition, plus
expertise in social networks and the social space
[Courses in school need not be out of touch with reality ...]

Data Science has roots in many other disciplines:

• statistical inference
• algorithms
• statistical modeling
• machine learning
• experimental design
• optimization
• probability
• artificial intelligence
• data visualization
• exploratory data analysis

In colloquial terms
Data science is the civil engineering of data, requires a practical knowledge of
tools and materials, coupled with a theoretical understanding of what’s possible

•
•
•

Statistics (traditional analysis familiar to statisticians)
Data munging (parsing, scraping, and formatting data)
Visualization (graphs, tools, etc.)

Why us? Why Now?
Massive amounts of data collected about many aspects of our lives, plus
abundance of inexpensive computing power:
shopping, communicating, reading news, listening to music, searching for
information, expressing opinions --- all tracked online
“datafication” of offline behavior has started as well, mirroring the revolution in
collection of online data:
an enormous amount to learn about our individual and collective behavior
Not just Internet data, also finance, medical industry, pharmaceuticals,
bioinformatics, social welfare, government, education, retail, ... .
A perceived growing influence of data in most sectors and most industries.
In some cases, the amount of data collected might be enough to be considered
“big”

Browse the Web: passively (unintentionally) datafied through
“cookies” and other tracking devices.
In a store, or on the street, datafied in other unintentional ways,
via sensors, cameras, or (a few years ago…) Google glasses.
NSA?

In industry context
The data itself, often in real time, becomes the building blocks of data
products.

•

On the Internet: Amazon recommendation systems, friend
recommendations on Facebook, film and music recommendations, ...

•
•
•

In finance: credit ratings, trading algorithms, and models
In education: dynamic personalized learning and assessments (?)
In government: policies based on data

Technology makes this possible: infrastructure for large-scale data
processing, increased memory, and bandwidth, as well as a cultural
acceptance of technology in the fabric of our lives.
(Wasn’t true a decade ago.)

DJ Patil and Jeff Hammerbacher — then at LinkedIn and Facebook,
respectively — coined the term “data scientist” in 2008.
So that is when “data scientist” emerged as a job title.
(Wikipedia finally gained an entry on data science in 2012.)
[But the basic idea also goes back further. In 2001, William Cleveland wrote a
position paper about data science called “Data Science: An action plan
to expand the field of statistics.”]

Chief data scientist sets the data strategy of the company: everything from
the engineering and infrastructure for collecting data and logging, to privacy
concerns, to deciding what data will be user-facing, how data is going to be
used to make decisions, and how built back into the product.

Once the skill set required to thrive at Google — working with a team on
problems that required a hybrid skill set of stats and computer science
paired with personal characteristics including curiosity and persistence —
spread to other Silicon Valley tech companies, it required a new job title.
Once it became a pattern, it deserved a name.
And once it acquired a name, everyone and their mother wanted to be one.
It became even worse when Harvard Business Review declared data
scientist to be the “Sexiest Job of the 21st Century” (Oct 2012)
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